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Technology
Virtual worship and embodied faith
I think I’m not alone in looking back to the first
lockdown with some nostalgia: the sudden slowing
down to a simpler and quieter life, finding new
places and fresh perspectives within a mile of home,
the blessing of sunny spring days and nature opening
up even as we closed down. And part of my
nostalgia is for our first virtual worship offerings putting videos together for YouTube services and
gathering for ‘home communion’ over Zoom.
Despite the sudden physical isolation, we were
discovering new connections and a different way of
worshipping and praying together.
18 months on, and the theme of this issue of
Connections, offers an opportunity to reflect on
our experiences of online worship and the ways in
which we may have been shaped and mis-shaped as
the body of Christ by the experience. One of the
insights I will use to guide my reflections comes
from Dr Karen O’Donnell, a member of the Digital
Theology Unit. Dr O’Donnell speaks of the
‘stretchy flesh’ of the Body of Christ to suggest the
ways in which Christian communities are continually
adaptive to new circumstances including ‘stretching’
into new digital forms of gathering and connection.
I regularly asked myself in those early days - what
would we have done twenty years earlier or even
five years earlier; somehow the technology available
to us in our homes meant we could do all that we
did. Though we were painfully aware of digital
exclusion - those without the means of connecting
into our new online church. But overall technology
has been a gift - love it or loath it, in so many ways
technology can be and is a life enhancer, making
things possible that previously were out of reach.
Continues Page 3.
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Welcome to the September/October edition of Connections. The theme for this issue that was offered
by me is Technology.
Over the last eighteen-plus months, we’ve gotten acquired to being online for our services, groups,
meetings, and events. Zoom has become a routine when, in the beginning of the pandemic in March 2020,
it was once a frightening new conception that most of us had never used before. We have then had to
adapt to the changing circumstances of being in and out of lockdowns – there have been multiple sound
and vision challenges both when at home and when we returned to our church buildings. As the main
person operating the tech during the services, I thought it a good topic for this edition.
Thank you to everyone from both Cotham and St. Paul’s who have sent in articles, poems, and photographs.
I enjoyed editing this and I hope that you all enjoy reading it.
Beth Stephenson

The Virus
The Virus is so very small
You cannot tell he’s there at all,
Until his playfulness is seen
Displayed on your computer screen
His puckish face is wreathed in smiles
As he corrupts your precious files
And few things give him greater glee
Thank wiping out your Memory
And leaving nothing, at a stroke
(Your backups, too, go up in smoke)
The best protection is, I think,
Not Firewalls, but Pen and Ink.
Poem by James Muirden
Contributed by Jan Bartlett

Our Websites and Social Media
www.cothamparishchurch.org
www.stpaulsclifton.org.uk

Our churches aspire to cherish all, regardless of marital and social status,
sexual orientation or level of church commitment.
And we aim to be ‘Open’ in faith and practice
open to questions of faith and doubt, lifestyle, justice and peace
open to people from all backgrounds and
open, above all, to the ultimate mystery of God and to the life and teachings of Jesus.
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Continued from Page 1.
It was the technology as well as our remarkable
adaptations to its use that enabled our embodied
Christian community to ‘stretch’ into this new form
and find new life and connection and insight.
In terms of numbers gathering for worship we are
now once again an ‘on-site’ rather than ‘on-line’
community, though some continue to connect
‘virtually’. As we continue to live with Covid
restrictions in some ways our human-to-human
connection is more distant and less intimate than
over zoom - there was some great value in our
shared fresh perspective, and the experience of
being community in a distinctive way. Close face to
face communion, the use of images to evoke new
perspectives, seeing each other in our homes,
random meetings in breakout rooms, the beauty of
music separately recorded by voices lovingly and
skilled combined… There was love and worship in
the ways in which all of those new elements were
prepared, offered, and participated in. The ‘virtual’
offered new intimacy, active participation and
encounter, and a fresh level of connection. We
were ‘stretched’ but not ‘stretched thin’. I continue
to love this poem by Ruth Wells, (chaplain of
Bournemouth Uni) that reflects on the power of
finding church and God in our homes:
God snuck home.
No longer bound by the expectations of a
‘consecrated’ building
She’s concentrated her efforts on breaking out.
Now in the comfort of a well-worn dining table she
shares some bread, with some friends.
And she laughs.
And she weeps.
In the sacred space of home.
(Published on Twitter 1/05/2020 @Ruthmw)
We have also been ‘stretched’ geographically as a
community - our gatherings have been regularly
joined from Chicago and Germany, Cornwall, Kent,
and Wales; and who knows where else people on
YouTube have found us from. And perhaps I’m not
alone in having found connections with other
churches and Christians - morning prayer with St
Martin in the Field, and usually about 100 others
from across the globe connecting through Facebook
live; weekly online meditation led by my spiritual
director from his lockdown home in Middleton in
Teasdale. The Body of Christ has found new
networks and connections that enrich, widen, and
deepen our belonging and dissolve our false
boundaries.

But just how far can the ‘flesh’ of the Body of
Christ be ‘stretched’? Despite the many gains I
think we all felt within our deepest selves some
loss of embodied connection. Christianity is, in
essence, embodied faith: God’s word takes flesh,
in Jesus and in his living body the church,
‘stretched’ across time and place, but finding its
most powerful expression in real life human
community who break real bread together. Virtual
worship has diminished this physicality in so many
ways. I continue to wonder if shared communion
over Zoom was a ‘stretch’ too far - whether a
Eucharistic fast as practised by many would have
been a more faithful response to our enforced
separation, deepening our hunger for the ‘bread
that truly satisfies’.
Touch and taste and smell aren’t possible virtually;
we can’t easily sing together; saying the Grace or
the Lord’s Prayer over Zoom is stilted and
interrupted; we don’t see ourselves or others as
fully embodied, we are distorted into small screens
losing a whole dimension of ourselves and each
other. The hidden value of these physical
dimensions of Christian community and worship
have become apparent to us through their loss.
I’m thankful for the grace and gift of our
experience of ‘online’ Church and grateful for the
ways in which as a result we have been changed
and enriched. I’m also becoming aware of what,
and who, we lost; and what we need to continue
to search out and gather together. I’m quite sure
that technology and online community, prayer and
worship will have an ongoing place in the life of our
churches. And I’m also sure that ‘online’ is in many
ways a very partial experience of being the
‘stretchy flesh’ of the Body of Christ.
David Stephenson
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Putting Yourself Publicly Online
Although some people were like hmmmmm what
could that mean?
Sometimes they were ambiguous enough to confuse
people about me.
Anyway, I give you permission to share my cartoons
far and wide online.
I've heard from people that they have used to to
signal to their family and friends and followers
where they might be spiritually.
That's cool.
Don't you think so?’
By David Hayward, Naked Pastor
After 30 years in the church, he left the ministry to
pursue his passion for art. NakedPastor uses words
and images to challenge the status quo, deconstruct
dogma, and offer hope for those who struggle and
suffer under it.
Description: A man and a woman are at a table
with their coffee and tea, their phones, and their
laptops. The man says, "I need a quick and easy
way to let people know I don't believe the same
things anymore." She responds, "You could share
a nakedpastor cartoon."
‘I forget how scary it was for me when I started
exposing my spirituality online.
My cartoons were a subversive way to reveal
myself as well as challenge the status quo.
So, I know what it's like when people say they're
scared to share or even like my cartoons publicly.
They're afraid it might reveal too much about
them.
The cartoons were mainly how I did it. And they
were very effective in revealing me to everyone
who saw them.

“In Jerusalem he made engines, invented
by skillful men, to be on the towers and
the corners, to shoot arrows and great
stones. And his fame spread far, for he
was marvellously helped, till he was
strong.”
2 Chronicles 26:15
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David is no stranger to belief systems and holds
various degrees in theology religion and ministry.
His art expresses the stories and struggles of
spiritual refugees and independent thinkers who
question, doubt or oppose the confines of religion.
Each piece encourages difficult conversations and
acts as a catalyst for critical thinking.
I'm an artist and writer who supports LGBTQ+
people and groups, and women artists, creatives,
journalists, and more, and encourage others to do
the same.
Vicky Legget-Green

Technology
The request for submissions on this subject aroused
my interest because, at my age, I am aware how
matters have changed during my lifetime. My
example occurred in 1948 when I was aged 17. My
father was a doctor practising as a medical officer in
Nigeria-then a colony. It was arranged that I should
join my parents for the summer holidays, journeying
to what was then called British Cameroons-a
colony, formerly German, but now attached
geographically and administratively to Nigeria.
So in order to fly out, join at Airways House near
Victoria Station and special bus to Heathrow which
consisted of two large Nissan huts-painted dark
green. Gathered together at noon, some 16 of us
were given a polite request to walk out to join the
airplane waiting for us on the tarmac. It was an Avro
York a square bodied version of a Lancaster
bomber, the four Merlin engines thundered as we
slowly trundled across the grass and finally –
reluctantly - took off.
We flew sedately across France at 8,000 feet, I recall
peering down at the mountains of Sardinia which
appeared disconcertingly close. In the evening we
landed at Castel Benito in North Africa, out to
dinner and back to cross the Sahara, so issued with
a very small blanket for warmth. During day and
night no attempt at distraction nor entertainment,
except the news pencilled on a pad and passed
around the passengers which informed us-only-that
Bruce Woodcock-boxing champion- had beaten
Gus Lesnovich (USA) on points.
We land in the early morning in Kano north Nigeria
but not before the Emir’s minion had blown a huge
trumpet issuing a stertorous warning to clear the
runway of his citizens and their cattle. Breakfast of
greasy fried egg, so back to the plane and on to
Lagos arriving at noon. Just 24 hours for the
journey. My Father’s friend and colleague met me –
thank goodness-as I could not understand a word at
the passport desk-and took me to his home. The
journey included inching our way through the
market which was seemed overwhelmingly chaotic
but astonishingly vibrant.

full of bricks, under the authority of the Public
Works Department (PWD) was driven slowly
onto the landing area. If it sank more than 6 inches,
then it was unsafe –it sank 9 inches. Crisis-my
father drew the man in charge of the PWD-known
a Feckless Freddy-and, over a drink, mentioned to
him that this would be the last flight in and that his
son was arriving and if turned back his summer
holiday would be ruined, could he, please see his
way to waive the rule? So, we landed safely but the
pilots were not warned and had opened the side
windows. As a consequence, when they emerged,
they were saturated with clinging mud and were
very angry.
We drove to the port of Victoria, and I can recall
children wandering beside the road using
enormous leaves from the banana plant as
umbrellas. My parent’s house had a glorious view
and was solidly built by the Germans, BUT there
was no telephones, no wireless, no electricity- just
pouring, gushing, endless rain. The only
entertainment was a wind-up gramophone and
wobbly records of the Yeomen of the Guard by
G&S.
How, now there were no flights out nor in, no
roads to Nigeria, no phones, did they
communicate with Head Quarters in Lagos? My
father told me “I give the package to the Captain of the Banana
Boat. He takes it to Liverpool-which takes exactly
a fortnight, and he then posts it and it arrives in
Lagos in the flight from London.”
Problem of communication solved!
Michael Selby

The following day I flew in a De Havilland Dove, a
neat plane with two quiet engines and a few
passengers – on a feeder line along the coast. The
final stop was to be Tiko airport in the Cameroons,
to reach this we flew over vast forests. During this
flight a significant conversation was taking place at
Tiko. In order to test if it was safe to land, a lorry
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Technology and I...
My smartphone and I started what was to become a rather intense
relationship on the last residential weekend in Salisbury before I was
ordained in 2012.
I walked into the EE shop in Salisbury and came out with a smartphone.
That night I did not sleep- I felt I had sold out, and that I had bought it
because several friends owned one. I worried that I might lose my privacy
and space, and that I would never be free of interruption and demands.
It’s been and up and down relationship - sometimes I have worried that I am too dependent on it and
have observed interesting facets of my personality that make me sympathetic with the social anxiety
that many young people experience- the great FOMO or Fear of Missing Out.
And yet it has been a real lifeline during the pandemic, and I have been able to stay connected to our
church community through virtual worship. The members of the congregation whom I felt might be
excluded by the demands of technology have embraced it with courage and good humour.
At the height of the pandemic, I was meeting up for virtual tea parties, meals, choir rehearsals, dog
training, and bible study. And despite Zoom headaches I was just so glad to keep connected with
people.
But as the restrictions eased, I became aware that I was much more dependent on my phone than
before the pandemic and when I signed up for an 8-day silent retreat in North Wales, I realised that it
would be a burden and a hindrance to be so constantly connected.
So, when I arrived in the beautiful North Wales countryside at the retreat house, I turned off my
notifications and gave the telephone number of the retreat centre to people who might need to get
hold of me urgently.
To my great relief, there was no cold turkey, and it was literally blissful to be so free of constant
interruption. I took it with me on walks in case I got lost, took photos of the beautiful countryside and
the sunsets. And I listened to music every evening while watching the fading light. Of course, the space,
the steadiness of the routine, the liturgies in the chapel and the surroundings all helped to soothe and
calm my soul so that I could be so much more in the present moment.
Now I am home, life is inevitably speeding up again.
But I shall hold close that awareness of space within- and the words of the Jesuit priest who was my
director - “be attentive” will bring me back to that inner peace.
Ginny Royston
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SKILLS OF COMMUNICATION
REQUIRED IN MY LIFETIME
These were some of the skills of communication
that I was taught as we grew up. No machines and
often not a telephone; we used paper, pencil, pen
and ink.
The importance of the “thank you” letter remains
with me. My mother even kept one or two of my
letters and one from her father about her
engagement. A fascinating letter from my Bristol
grandmother to my father describing the bombing
of the docks in 1940 and the damage to the house
in Clifton at that time. Will we keep emails to tell
our families future history?
As I was brought up I learnt simple embroidery and
still have a nighty case with “Mary had a little lamb”
on the front. I learnt to sew, darn my stockings
(brown lisle in those days) using the mushroom.
Then on to mending my clothes with the correct
stitch. I could learn this, it seems, with no problems
but can I master the computer skills quickly? NO. I
was quite deft with the hand sewing machine, wind
the cotton onto the spool, thread the needle, no
electricity. Later on with an electric sewing machine
it could run away with me but oh so much faster! I
made a lot of my own clothes often with odd lengths
of cloth because of the war and few clothing
coupons.
Knitting we all were taught, and the expectation was
that you had knitting “on the go”. At school we
were even expected to knit as we waited in the
queue for lunch. We had knitting patterns for
everything and had to learn the shorthand of the
stitches required which looked like a cybermessage. But it worked, although it may have meant
undoing your first effort, surely not so far off
computing skills!

At 17 I learnt to drive as my father was disabled and
we had a car. But living in London after this, it was
back to a bicycle; this was quite unusual for a young
lady and often raised comments like-” yer back
wheel’s going round”!
One useful skill I learnt but not until I was 40, was
to touch type, but never imagined I would finish up
using it now in my eighties on a computer.
Communication to the outside world was a
telephone. It was used by my father in an office he
had in the house so rarely used by us the family.
When we were first married we did not even have
a telephone but had to go downstairs to another
room where we had what was called a shared line
with another customer. This was quite common in
the countryside. It usually was not someone you
knew. If in use you waited for them to ring off, but
calls were short and expensive in those days. How
the mobile phone has changed our lives.
However, the famous design of the Red telephone
kiosk all over the country, was the public line for
trunk calls and emergencies. You did need to know
how it worked and I remember, as a Brownie,
having a lesson with Brown Owl on this arcane
subject. The confusion of the rattle of coins needed
and the use of the A and B buttons required
specialist skills to operate.
The computer does it all for you now if you have
those skills-do I?
Jane Selby

Transport initially was a heavy iron tricycle with a
marvellous bar at the back for the passenger to
stand upon, 1935 vintage and second-hand. It has
passed down all the family and still remains with us,
solid as a rock and sporting one feeble brake but a
loud bell. Where is that bell these days as those
electric scooters come up scarily behind you.
I went on to ride various bicycles, all second hand.
These were our main means of transport in my
teens with few cars on the roads, we went off all
over the place visiting friends, no fears. And I do not
remember thinking what happened if I broke down.
but I could mend a puncture.
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Technology – The Dark Side
My laptop stays plugged to the wall. I don't carry
it around with me.
A few years ago, and late one evening the screen
was taken over by a graphic message from the
Metropolitan Police and Merseyside Police
demanding £80 from me for rather vague
offences. That was bad enough.
But when I saw myself on screen live I got into a
panic. The screen couldn't be changed. I spoke to
a friend on the phone who said later that it
sounded like I was dying.
I went to the one central police station which was
open. The policewoman asked whether I'd paid
the £80. I hadn't. It's malware she said. Or I'd
been hacked.
I was in a state of shock and didn't catch the
vocabulary. But it was maybe the occasion when
I might have hugged a policewoman.

Speaking to my friendly PC shop expert after he
explained that there are people out there whose
full-time job is to make money with 'scare ware'.
An appropriate name. He'd had older ladies and
gentlemen coming into the shop in tears. All very
horrid
Technology eh . . . it's beside the point that my
first degree was in Electronic Engineering (glass
valves, diodes, triodes, and such like) If it's bust
you get somebody to mend it. Leave the
screwdriver in the drawer.
Mercifully that's my only horrific experience with
technology. My laptop is my life, and I am glad for
all it does - when it works. I'm reminded of a
saying: “Sow the wind and reap the whirlwind”,
(Hosea 8.7) but I'm not quite sure why.
Philip Dixon

The next day I had my laptop returned to 'factory
setting', which may have been drastic, but I was
shaken.

“Never Before”
An evening of poetry and piano with poet, David C
Johnson and pianist, Richard Holroyd, Friday 29th
October at Cotham Parish Church, 7.30pm
David Johnson will be treating us to poems from his new
collection of poetry, ‘Dayspring’, with musical interludes
from the maestro Richard Holroyd. David’s collection spans
bees, botany, burials, breakfasts, Brunel, Bristol, British
Summer Time, buried treasure and much more.
The evening will be in aid of the seven families in difficult
circumstances whom we support in Belarus, through the
charity Chernobyl Children’s Lifeline
(https://www.ccll.org.uk/).
Tickets will be £8. We look forward to an entertaining
evening of wonderful words and music.
For more information, contact Sue Hawkins at the
following: sue.j.hawkins@gmail.com
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Improving Sanitation in Malawi
Now that we have completed the sponsorship of a church and community toilet block in Malawi, extra
funding from the sale of toilet rolls and your donations will be sent to Ripple Africa, the NGO working
with Local Authorities to do essential boreholes repairs. Bore holes are the only source of clean water
in local villages.
The following article is written by Nelson Chungah, a young student I know well from Mazembe village
in Malawi.
‘Parts of Malawi, including large parts of the northern region especially Nkhatabay, have not had access
to clean water in large part of their lives. One such case is Mazembe Village, southern part of
Nkhatabay District. Mazembe is a village of more than two thousand residents. Women are using
contaminated water from wells to wash plates, clothes and for bathing. They are dug along the Dambo
(a place frequently flooded by water).

The only clean water source is the borehole. Located at the centre of the village, it is considered as
the heart of the village. It is used solely as a source of water for drinking and cooking to lessen
pressure on it. If this borehole is to be used as a source for all water purposes, then a woman would
have to be up and on her way to the borehole by very early in the morning if she is to be in a position
to get water, because by that time several other people will already have lined up for the same. Most
people walk less than 10 minutes to reach the borehole, but take at least 25 minutes to draw water.
Since Covid it has become even more important for us to have a sufficient supply of clean water and
there is more encouragement for people to wash their hands frequently.
Previously World Vision Malawi tried to solve the problem by erecting four more boreholes. Three
are damaged and one which works is seasonal.
"We rely on this borehole as the only source of clean water but it always dries up in dry season. It
becomes difficult for us to access clean water during this part of the year," said Charles Gwambala
from the south part of Mazembe Village.
Boreholes and wells are social places for women and children. For women, it is considered as a place
for sharing stories, advice and
important matters in the society. Children use these places for interaction and playgrounds. This
highlights the gender roles in rural Malawi. In most families, fetching water is considered as a
responsibility for children, girls, and women.
Continues next page.
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Climate Change Effects
Recently the village and the surrounding areas have highly felt the impacts of climate change. Heavy
rains destroyed many farms which led to food shortages. Strong winds have also brought down many
trees, and removed roofs of at least ten houses, putting lives of people at danger, further raising
concerns for unpredictability of future in rural Malawi.’
Nelson Chungah - August ‘21
Coordinated by Catherine Feeny

September Charity of the Month –
Medical Aid for Palestinians
Medical Aid for Palestinians’ (also known as
MAP) vision is a future where all Palestinians can
access an effective, sustainable and locally led
system of healthcare and the full realisation of
their rights to health and dignity.
Through their offices in the West Bank, Gaza,
East Jerusalem, Lebanon and London, MAP work
with trusted and experienced local partners to
achieve this vision.
Their programmes provide access to essential
health services and build local knowledge and
skills to address local health problems. In times
of humanitarian emergency, MAP is ready to
respond rapidly with aid and assistance.
MAP is also committed to bearing witness to the
injustices caused by occupation, displacement,
and conflict. They speak out in the UK and
internationally to ensure the political and social
barriers to Palestinian health and dignity are
addressed.
To find out more about the work that MAP do,
go to their website: https://www.map.org.uk
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October Charity of the Month – Tree Aid
Tree Aid is based in Brunswick Square in the St
Paul’s district of Bristol. It was started in 1987, as
a response to a famine in Ethiopia, and the work
continues in the drylands of Africa: Ethiopia, Mali,
Burkina Faso, Ghana, Niger. Their work began in
response to a famine in Ethiopia. The hope was
that once emergency aid had alleviated the
immediate crisis, a much more sustainable way of
life for the people there might be established.
Trees were crucial, as they are much more
durable and reliable than crops grown in the soil
and can actually improve the quality of the soil.
Since the beginning, nearly 22 million trees have
been planted. Local communities have been
closely involved from the start in the planting and
care of the trees. There is the Future Forest
Project, to preserve and extend the last thin
strip of forest left in northern Ethiopia, where
the threat of desertification is particularly serious
and is being compounded by the climate crisis.
Without action, this strip of forest could well be
gone in twenty years.
The largest scale project which is under way is
known as the Great Green Wall. This is an
African-led movement to grow a wide belt of
trees. It is an ambitious project which hopes to
have restored 100 million hectares of land across
the entire width of Africa by 2030.

Increasingly in recent years, crop production has
been difficult and much less reliable than it was at
one time. Crops are more at the mercy of
extreme and unpredictable weather, both
droughts and floods can destroy a whole crop.
The charity gives information about communities
and, in an interesting and personal way, about
some of the individual people who have needed
help. One man tells how he lost a whole crop of
sesame, washed away by torrential rain, which
would have been almost all his income for that
year.
One of the best things about the work of Tree
Aid is the involvement of women in many of the
projects. A current one is called She Grows,
working with 1,000 women. As well as teaching
women skills in crop production, it helps to
address the inequality often experienced by
women, especially in remote, rural communities.
The crops they are producing are tree-grown
fruits and nuts, such as shea nuts. These provide
an enormous income boost for the women,
together with more independence and status.
Another interesting tree crop is frankincense.
This comes from the Boswellia trees, which are
“tapped” during the season. Tapping involves
making a cut in the bark of the tree, from which
a resinous gum oozes out. This is used to
produce incense and also essential oils, which are
in high demand, not so much locally, but worldwide. This is a valuable product and an important
source of income.
One of the best aspects of this charity is that its
clear care for individuals and communities goes
hand in hand with environmental care and
protection. They say: “We believe that tackling
poverty and protecting the environment are
inseparable.”
Lorna Hughes

https://www.treeaid.org
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Cotham PCC – 20th September
– Back to Real Life
We held the PCC ‘in real life’ - face to face! It was so exciting that I made the wrong call - and didn’t
wear a mask… fingers crossed we didn’t spread the lurgy.
We started with the priorities for Cotham by sharing what came up for each of us around ‘inclusive
mission’, ‘recovery from covid’ and ‘working with young people’. Hopefully by keeping the strategic
items in mind before getting into the detail of running the church we are more likely to make an
impact where it counts. There were no particular conclusions, but the discussion keeps us and our
leadership team tuned into what’s important.
There are lots of new people coming along to services at this time, and we discussed what we can do
to encourage people to settle with us. That old chestnut! I liked the idea of having an A5 sheet to hand
over, with our mission and what’s going on in our church community, which could help us when we
chat to the visitors – there is so much we offer!
Reflecting on our services, we voted to recommence congregational singing at the 10 o’clock, with risk
mitigations (wear masks, limit the gusto, use shorter hymns, have a sing-free area). This was also the
overwhelming view of the congregation. We will see more space given over to young people to lead
or engage with services from time to time. We celebrated the diversity of services between 8am,
10am and Foundation. We’ll discuss at the next/joint PCC whether the pattern of services at each
church is working.
In our wider church life, some form of small house-groups will start up in the near future, which will
help some of us build relationships and feel we belong. We’ll have less dependence and burden on one
person alone in the Safeguarding role in future, though Olive has done sterling work for such a long
time – what a star! Julia, Alice, and Nigel have also been utter stars in how they have turned around
‘182’ which will have more than twice the rental income from now onwards compared to 2019; and as
a bonus we have great tenants. We will soon be announcing a ‘social and global justice advocate’,
which reflects a large part of our intended mission. As encouraged by Bishop Viv the church will write
to Thangham, Cotham’s MP, to lobby her to support the CEE bill re climate change. Finally, we
approved the list of ‘charities of the month’ for 2022.
Next time we’ll talk about the reordering project (the building work on the church itself) and have the
bun fight about how much we are willing to pay the diocese to pay for priests and the infrastructure of
the wider church.
Dave Patterson

Welcome to New and
Returning Students
However you are feeling to be back in Bristol, or already here
and emerging from the pandemic, we offer supportive space to
be, to process and to explore the creative mystery that is God.
St Paul’s is joining with Victoria Methodist Church to host
gatherings for all 18–25-year-olds through the Autumn,
starting 10th October, meeting on Sundays at noon to gather
for food, connection and conversation. Contact Pippa White
for more details: curate@stpaulsclifton.org.uk
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Looking Back at St Paul’s PCC Meeting – 21st May
St Paul’s PCC met on Zoom on St Bede’s Day,
David noting that St Bede valued the history of
church as interesting and important witness – living
witness to present and future – perhaps like our
fruitful 5.48pm gatherings in recent months.
Our discernment process had brought us to a place
where we could home in on the hard reality of key
work needed to our building – roof and boiler alongside the truly exciting prospect of our ‘One
Equal Music’ project and the appointment of a
Project Development Officer. Our recent Annual
Meeting had been very encouraging in pursuing
these aims, despite the financial challenges.
By this point, we had already put in motion the
commencement of the roof work – now due to
start in June – we knew we could cover this
(increasing!) cost (following some successful grant
applications – and noting huge thanks for some
donations) but our building reserves were due to
take quite a hit.
We now agreed that, subject to finances being
arranged, the boiler installation would happen over
the summer AND that we would pursue the next
stage of ‘One Equal Music’ – the appointment of a
Project Development Officer from September.
And so, our summer appeal was launched….
Looking back now, it is interesting to reflect that we
were focussed and excited in May, but I don’t
believe that any of us expected the extent of the
hugely generous response to our appeal. I am
writing this at a time when the roof work is
practically complete, the boiler is about to be
delivered and our Project Development Officer has
been in post for 2 weeks! What a transforming
period this has been!

We began the conversation – to be continued –
about our future pattern of services between our 2
churches and we thanked Jo Straw for the relaunching of our church as a great space to hire with
an excellent leaflet show-casing the church – and
taking the chance to increase our hire rates.
We were pleased to note that we had gone up a
level for most categories in Ecochurch, though
buildings remained a challenge. We looked forward
to the hosting of the YCCN in July.
We also found ourselves discussing the challenge of
the number of singers now allowed in a church
choir, further to a surprise government Covid
directive….
David also spoke about the initiative being launched
by the Church of England on Living in Love and Faith
– about identity, relationship, marriage. It is
important that we engage with this as a benefice –
we are an important resource. It was a fragile
process and a fragile time as the church reassessed
it’s approach. Our subsequent joint PCC with
Cotham in July did indeed emphasise how vital this
was with a very helpful and detailed presentation by
Minty Hull; and was also a chance to explore our
possible involvement in ‘Open Table’ initiative with
another impressive presentation by Kieran Bohan.
Margaret Peirson

At our May meeting we also welcomed Lynne
Booth to our membership; we gave thanks for all
the jobs that people do around the church,
appointing and reappointing people to various roles
and we recorded our thanks to Jane Selby who was
standing down having done a magnificent job for
many years organising flowers and decoration and
dealing with other important – behind-the-scenes –
practicalities around the church. (This and a few job
vacancies remain – please do let me know if you are
looking for a job to do!) We thanked the great DIY
team who have done much for the building in recent
months including painting the tower porch.
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Charities of the Month 2021-22
The Charity of the Month group met recently to discuss the nominations for this year’s charitable
giving. We were delighted to see such a range of suggestions and know that the charities below will
make good use of the £350-400 that they will receive. You will be able to read about each charity in
more detail in forthcoming issues of Connections and on the Charity of the Month board at the back
of church.
Charity
Next Link specialist domestic abuse services for women and
children in Bristol nextlinkhousing.co.uk

Nominated by...
Lyn Deas

Month
November

Project Mama – Maternity Action for Migrants and AsylumSeekers

Alice Chapman

December

Medecins Sans Frontieres MSF - Medical humanitarian
organisation

Sally Seaman

January

Brain Tumour Trust – one of our 182 tenants is an
ambassador for this charity, after he lost his brother very
suddenly www.thebraintumourcharity.org

Alice Chapman

February

Elderly Medical Ward at BRI - A524 (for essential equipment
to help distract and reduce distress)

Sue Heap

March

Give a Kidney One's Enough' Home | Give a Kidney | Kidney
Donation | Live Kidney Donor

Mary Ward

March

Aid Box Community Aid Box Community

Lorna Robinson

April

Christian Aid UK charity fighting global poverty - Christian Aid

Lorna Hughes

May

Friendly Neighbours – supporting residents of Dove Street
flats through community gardening, children’s events, food
bank, etc. Friendly Neighbours | Facebook

Lorna Robinson

June

Jessie May Home | Jessie May

Jo Chambers

July

Leg4Africa www.legs4africa.org

David Johnson

August

Bridges for Communities https://bridgesforcommunities.com/

Nigel Seaman

September

Lorna Robinson

Dates for your Diary
Benefice Book Group: Thursday evenings once a month – 14th October looking at Queenie by
Candice Carty-Williams, followed by 11th November looking at The Garden of Evening Mists by Ta
Twan Eng
Art Group: Tuesday mornings 10am-1pm in Cotham’s small hall on the following dates – 12th
October, 9th November, 7th December.
Mostly Silent Benefice Retreat at Llangansty: 15th to 17th October
Commissioning of Simon Rotheram as Foundation Community Minister: Sunday 17th
October at 7.30pm.
Harvest Services: Sunday 26th September at Cotham, Sunday 3rd October at St Paul’s.
All Saints and All Souls: Sunday 31st October, 10am at Cotham and 6pm at St Paul’s
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